Identification of a third rearrangement at Xq28 that causes severe hemophilia A as a result of homologous recombination between inverted repeats.
Intrachromosomal homologous recombination between inverted repeats on the X chromosome account for about half of severe hemophilia A cases. Repeats in F8 intron 1 and intron 22 can recombine with homologous inverted repeats located about 200 kb upstream and 500 kb downstream of F8, respectively, resulting in partial sequence inversion of the F8 open reading frame and, subsequently, no functional protein production. In the present study, we characterize a third novel homologous recombination at Xq28 consistent with absence of F8 transcription that we previously reported for the affected chromosome of the index patient as well as his mother and sister. The rearrangement occurs between a repeat in F8 intron 1 (Int1R-1) and an inverted identical repeat (Int1R-2d) in intron 2 of a duplicated copy of IKBKG located about 386 kb upstream of F8. The rearrangement was confirmed by Southern blot and inverse PCR and results in failure of PCR amplification across Int1R-1. We developed a PCR-based diagnostic method that can be used to screen for this genetic rearrangement in cases of severe hemophilia A for which mutations cannot be identified.